
 
Updated 2/2024 
Email all inquiries to yourpracticenow@gmail.com. 
Please indicate which position or practice you are interested in.  Thank you! 
 
ASSOCIATE POSITIONS 
NORTH GEORGIA – Busy practice seeking associate  
 
TEXAS/ARKANSAS  
Growing practice on the border of Arkansas and Texas is looking for a well-
trained associate to join and become a member of the team. 
Outdoorsman’s paradise.  Opportunity for full range of services. Outpatient 
surgery, hospital privileges, busy office practice. Competitive salary and 
benefits.  
 
CENTRAL PA 
Retiring DPM looking for the “right candidate” to take over his busy 
practice, a subsidiary of a multi-specialty network. Built in referrals, 
hospital privileges, busy office with strong surgical volume and built in 
infrastructure. 
 
 
PRACTICES FOR SALE 
 
SOUTH JERSEY Busy full time solo practice.  Doctor desiring to transition 
and sell. Equipment is in good working condition and will transfer with sale. 
Annual Revenue: $200K+ 
 
TAMPA/ST. PETE Extremely busy full time office which has a consistent 
revenue stream in excess of $500,000. The office space is leased from a 
third party. 
 
HIGH SIERRA CALIFORNIA Solo fulltime practice, well established, more 
than 30 years old and continues to provide surgery as well as a full range 
of office based services. Annual Revenue: $475K+ 
 



 
SOUTHEAST GEORGIA Heavy wound care practice in an ideal location and 
setting for a doctor who is interested in continuing and growing the wound 
based solo practice, in existence for over 30 years. Annual Revenue: 
$400K+ 
 
SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA  Solo office/shared space, this is a unique 
situation where two doctors share one space and overhead. The practice 
continues to have a strong patient flow.  The doctor sharing the space is 
not interested in purchasing the practice and there are two distinct patient 
bases. Annual Revenue: $450K+ 
 
NORTHEAST FLORIDA Nursing home practice, long established and has a 
concentration of operations/facilities that service both Jacksonville and 
Gainesville.  The doctor is seeking to provide a transition and retire from 
practice. Annual Revenue: $500K+ 
 
SOUTHERN OHIO High volume office based practice with a strong self paid 
component to it. Approximately 40% of the business is self pay. The owner 
is willing to transition over a period of a year. Annual Revenue: $1.0M+ 
 
NORTH CENTRAL OHIO Unique opportunity of an office with existing 
building. This long standing practice has a consistent patient flow. The 
doctor is looking to retire and transition from practice. The building is also 
a consideration to purchase. Annual Revenue: $300K+ 
 
NORTHWEST WASHINGTON Full time solo practice, located 50 miles 
outside of Seattle, physician is looking to transition. There is a consistent 
volume of patients and a strong revenue stream over the past several 
years. Annual Revenue: $1.0M+ 
 
SIMI VALLEY CA  Busy solo office – SOLD 
 
NORTHEAST OKLAHOMA Office with real estate, this solo practice has a 
consistent revenue stream and a real estate component to go with the 
practice. It includes the building and the land. Annual Revenue: $500K+ 
 



 
NORTHWEST INDIANA Small part time office – SOLD 
 
NORTHWEST INDIANA Very busy solo doctor office – SOLD 
 
NORTH CENTRAL FLORIDA Busy full time solo practice, has a high volume 
of patient flow. The practitioner is desiring to retire and transition over a 
period of time, preferably less than one year. Annual Revenue: $900K+ 
 
HUDSON VALLEY, NY  Fulltime solo practice located in a beautiful part of 
the country.  The equipment is in good working condition and the office is 
owned by the physician. Annual Revenue: $400K+ 
 
CENTRAL NJ Part time solo practice being sold as doctor wishes to 
transition.  Physician has developed a strong infrastructure and has a 
consistent cash flow with an opportunity for growth. Annual Revenue: 
$200K+ 
 
NORTH DALLAS TX Multiple doctors, multiple locations. This is a three 
doctor practice in very desirable areas of Dallas. The practice collects 
greater than $2,000,000 per year and has a well developed infrastructure 
with current equipment and a fully staffed practice. Annual Revenue: 
$2.1M+ 
 
QUEENS NY Very busy part time solo practice which has approximately 
45% of its business from cash based services. The assets include a laser. 
Annual Revenue: $145K+ 
 
ST. LOUIS Full time two physician practice, owner is retiring. This is an 
extremely busy practice, physician is seeking to transition and sell. The 
office is fully staffed and equipped and prepared as a turnkey operation. 
Annual Revenue: $2.0M+ 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 


